LPC Service Operating Guidance - NRT Voucher, IOW CC

- Log on to PharmOutcomes
- Click ‘Services’ – one will see a list of outstanding referrals for NRT supplies above the recent provision of services performed in your pharmacy.
- Pharmacy is also notified via the management email address they have provided.

- Click the NRT Supply Request to see the details that have been provided by the health trainer for the patient.

- Click ‘Accept’ option to accept the referral, if you are viewing this screen before the patient has arrived.
- Click ‘Complete now’ option when patient arrives. This open up the pharmacy supply fields to complete to confirm the item and quantity given.
- Click ‘Reject Referral’ to decline supply to this patient.
- Note: If you wish to terminate the whole service, please email cindy.dickson@iow.gov.uk
  This will turn off future referrals to your premises.